SVAtools for junction detection of genome-wide chromosomal rearrangements by mate-pair sequencing (MPseq).
Mate-pair sequencing (MPseq), using long-insert, paired-end genomic libraries, is a powerful next-generation sequencing-based approach for the detection of genomic structural variants. SVAtools is a set of algorithms to detect both chromosomal rearrangements and large (>10 kb) copy number variants (CNVs) in genome-wide MPseq data. SVAtools can also predict gene disruptions and gene fusions, and characterize the genomic structure of complex rearrangements. To illustrate the power of SVAtools' junction detection methods to provide comprehensive molecular karyotypes, MPseq data were compared against a set of samples previously characterized by traditional cytogenetic methods. Karyotype, FISH and chromosomal microarray (CMA), performed for 29 patients in a clinical laboratory setting, collectively revealed 285 breakpoints in 87 rearrangements. The junction detection methods of SVAtools detected 87% of these breakpoints compared to 48%, 42% and 57% for karyotype, FISH and CMA respectively. Breakpoint resolution was also reported to 1 kb or less and additional genomic rearrangement complexities not appreciable by standard cytogenetic techniques were revealed. For example, 63% of CNVs detected by CMA were shown by SVAtools' junction detection to occur secondary to a rearrangement other than a simple deletion or tandem duplication. SVAtools with MPseq provides comprehensive and accurate whole-genome junction detection with improved breakpoint resolution, compared to karyotype, FISH, and CMA combined. This approach to molecular karyotyping offers considerable diagnostic potential for the simultaneous detection of both novel and recurrent genomic rearrangements in hereditary and neoplastic disorders.